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INVASION OF ITALY

By Alan Moorehead representing the Combined Press

Gen. Montgomery's H. Q •

Monday.

The enemy are putting it out that they are resisting strongly. That’s nonsense.

It’s the road demolitions and the savage country which is holding up progress. The

Germans have nowhere yet made a stand and there is an yet no indication of where they

are going to fight. The Italians are making no organise d resistance whatsoever.

Here and there they make a show for a few moments - just an odd shot or a single

machine-gun burst - and then they come pouring into surrender, 3,ooo prisoners, all

Italian, was the last count, but there are many more than that other hiding in civilian

clothes or tramping along the reads towards the British lines. We nave a number of

self -filling prisoners’ cages, just fences of coiled barbed wire run up round a farm-

yard or a. vancant allotment. The Italians see the well-known sign "P,0,W” - prisoners-

of war - and filing: in of their own accord, they unpack their baggage and cook them-

selves a meal. The first thing' they ank far is bully beef and then for soap to wash.

Meanwhile our bridgehead expands and solidifies. We now hold an area of 300

square miles reaching from the north coast above Bagnara, then south through Sinopoli

across the 6,000-ft. mountains to the bottom of Italy’s toe* The coastline over a

much greater distance up Italy’s foot is commanded by the Allied Air Force and the

Royal Navy,

Those road demolitions are formidable. Just a handful of German- engineers remain

behind until the last moment, drilling: plugs of high explosive under the bridges and.

the places where the highway overhangs the sea*. Then by electrical control they blast

a crater that cannot be easily by-passed. Then, jumping: into their trucks, they race

back to the next bridge to repeat the performance* Rain has fallen. It’s not heavy

yet but you can imagine hew the water rushes in a torrent from the peaks towards the

sea. Yesterday I climbed to a point 3,ooo feet up and all the Straits end the terri-

tory we have captured was spread out- below like a model relief map. There was no.fir-

ing anywhere and apart from the constant procession of boats up and down, no sign of

movement*

I spent an hour with the man who commands the 8th Army's guns, one of the heaviest

artillery formations in the which he was not firing he said "because the enemy had

retreated too fast* Alert; all the mountain tracks around us his suns were "being

dragged to new positions, Meanwhile the Allied bombers. and fighters kept sweeping by
to bomb just behind the enemy lines so that the Germans are constantly living in an

area which is under fire both from before and behind. On land the Italian peasants

look with wonder and fear at the monstrous shapes of this army that is pouring into

Europe, All the surprise caused by the German army in France three years ago is

magnified here a,dozen times because this is a far mere modern army*

Even for anyone who has watched this army grew the spectacle on the beaches was

almost beyond belief- today. Boats waddled from the sea and, became motor lorries and

motor lorries rode into the sea and became boats. Vessels ran full tilt at the beaches

and suddenly their bows gaped open and guns and men and jeeps poured out. Like huge
dragons these ships lay for miles around the shore. The villages which have never

seen anything more exciting than a wine festival are n w filled with guns that roar

past and huge mobile cranes and bulldozers and Bron-gun carriers that are filled with

the noise of wireless signals as they jump across the ditches*

The peasants look up into the faces of troops as though, they were visitors from

another 'planet like the heroes of a coloured American newspaper strip. The Italian

soldiers in panic throw down their rifles and try to surrender to the lorrybore

infantry, to Generals in jeeps, to anybody* Put 'all this tide of weapons comes to a

full stop before the huge holes in the roads* While our engineers are flinging up
new bridges only infantry and mules can get round. As the guns wait the peasan.ts
are corning out timidly to offer grapes and melons and beg biscuits and cigarettes in

exchange. It is horrifying and; pathetic to see the swollen stomachs of the children

who have been half-starved for the past year, I understand that the date of our inva-

sion was not chosen because it was the fourth anniversary of the war. We simply

happened to be ready on that date. Nevertheless the local people believe that it

was no coincidence and than the Allies now can invade when and where they will.

They believe this Wellsian army is invincible and terror runs up to the Italian

Peninsula*
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